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Second Semester B.Tech Programme Examination June 2019 

Basic Electronics Engineering 

Time: 3Hrs  Max. Marks:100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module.  
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Module: 1  

1. a. For diodes define (i) Forward Voltage drop (ii). Maximum Forward current (iii)  Dynamic 
resistance (iv) Reverse break down voltage.                                  (08Marks)

b. With the help of neat diagram and necessary equations explain the different diode  
approximations.  .                      (12Marks) 

OR 

2. a. What is a rectifier? With the help of neat diagram explain the working of a Bridge- wave 
rectifier.                                                                                                            (12Marks)

b. Explain V-I Characteristic of PN Junction diode.                                        (08Marks) 

Module: 2 

3. a. Define αdc, βdc & IEBO.                         (06Marks)
b. With the help of neat diagram explain the I/P and O/P  characteristic of transistor in  
      C-E configuration.                        (14Marks) 

OR 
4. a. A transistor has , β=150. Calculate the approximate collector and base currents if the 

emitter current is 12mA.             (08Marks)
b. Bring out the comparison between CE, CB &CC configurations of transistors.

                                   (12Marks)

Module: 3 
5. a. Perform the following conversations.                                                            (08Marks)

i. [416.12]�� =  ([? ]�
ii. [675]� =  [? ]�
iii. [A85]�� =  [? ]��
iv. [3FC. 82]�� =  [? ]�

b. What are universal gates? Why they are called so? Realize the basic gates using NAND  
gates only. Write the truth table of each gate.                                                      (12Marks) 

OR 
6. a. State and prove De-Morgon’s  theorems.                         (10Marks)

b. What is a full –adder? With the help of truth table explain the working of a full- adder  
using two half-adders.                          (10Marks) 

Module: 4 
7. a. With a help of  neat diagram, explain the construction and working of light emitting 

diode.                        (10Marks)
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b. With the help neat diagram explain the construction and working of seven segment  
display.               (10Marks) 

OR 
8. a. What is photo transistor? Explain the working of a photo transistor.            (12Marks)

b. What is relay? Explain the working principles of relay.             (08Marks) 

Module: 5 
9. a. With the help of neat block diagram, explain the working of communication system.         

(10Marks)
b. What is modulation? What do you mean by Band width of a signal? Name types of  

modulation.               (10Marks) 

OR 
10. a. Explain the need for modulation?                                                 (10Marks)

b. Bring out a comparison between amplitude modulation and frequency modulation. 
           (10Marks)


